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*Note from the author: The Canadian government calls the agreement the CUSMA, but this report will refer to the agreement as USMCA to emphasize Washington’s dominant role in its framing.
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Introduction

Fresh from a stunning electoral victory in October 2015, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau went to the historic international climate talks in Paris to proclaim that, “Canada is back.”1 Trudeau promised to leapfrog Canada from environment laggard under Conservative Prime Minister Stephen Harper to a global climate leader. While most rich countries at the Paris climate negotiations aimed to limit global warming to a 2.0°C rise above pre-industrial levels, Canada joined low-lying island states and others in the Global South to champion a stricter 1.5°C global limit.

What a difference three years make. In the summer of 2018, Trudeau’s government invoked the “national interest” to justify buying the Trans Mountain oil pipeline system – including a 65-year-old pipeline – from Texas-based Kinder Morgan. Ottawa’s aim was to expand the pipeline to send major volumes of Alberta bitumen to B.C.’s coastal shores for export. Trudeau’s volte-face left observers scratching their heads. Why would a government so committed to urgent climate action potentially enable the growth of Alberta’s oil sands, Canada’s greatest and fastest growing source of carbon pollution?2 The purchase raised other important questions including: Should Canadians care that Ottawa bought a financially dubious oil pipeline? What do Canadians get for this extraordinary purchase? How much will the purchase ultimately cost taxpayers?

Ottawa bought the pipeline while the United States, Mexico and Canada were negotiating a replacement deal for the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) includes a chapter on state-owned enterprises (which Canadians used to call Crown Corporations), an energy side letter, and exemptions for the Trans Mountain Corporation, the pipeline company now owned by the government.3 If ratified, the USMCA will likely continue into the 2030s and perhaps beyond. This is the same short time span during which the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) says countries must rapidly change all systems to avert climate catastrophe.

This report examines the implications of the USMCA’s provisions on pipelines, specifically the Trans Mountain expansion, and whether the USMCA’s energy measures enhance or reduce Canada’s ability to meet its climate targets. This report argues that the state-owned enterprises exemption and the energy side letter simultaneously reinforce a business-as-usual approach and protect the extraordinary measures (and extreme cost) the Canadian government has taken to continue exporting bitumen.

This report has three sections. The first reviews the Canadian government’s purchase of the Trans Mountain Corporation (TMC). The second section outlines why the purchase was a bad investment, and how the USMCA will continue to enable the government’s poor decision-making about the pipeline. The final section focuses on the implications of the USMCA’s energy goal of integrating Canadian oil and natural gas into the U.S. market.
I. Buying an Old Pipeline

In August 2018, Canada bought Kinder Morgan Canada’s Trans Mountain pipeline system for $4.4 billion (see Box 1). Although construction for the expansion was barely underway when the federal government finalized the sale, the purchase included the plan, existing permits and approval for the expansion. The federal government has long provided subsidies to the oil and natural gas industry, but nationalizing a pipeline is unprecedented in Canada. Since the Trans Mountain Corporation (the name given to encompass all parts listed above) is now state-owned, it will be subject to the USMCA exemptions Canada negotiated for the company. To understand the implications of these exemptions, it is necessary to first understand the context of the pipeline purchase.

Ottawa believed it had to bring Alberta onside its national climate strategy since the province is Canada’s oil and gas powerhouse and its greatest source of carbon emissions – surpassing those of Ontario and Quebec combined – with five times Alberta’s population. The production of oil and gas, which occurs mainly in Alberta, is this country’s largest source of greenhouse gas emissions. Thus, an effective federal climate action plan needed to include Alberta.

Rachel Notley’s NDP government took power in Alberta in 2015, breaking 44 years of continuous Conservative rule. Conservative governments in Alberta had promoted unlimited expansion of the oil sands, let Big Oil pay some of the world’s lowest royalty rates, and eschewed climate action. Rachel Notley’s NDP government looked like it would break from the Alberta Conservative governments’ unquestioning promotion of Big Oil’s agenda.

The Trudeau government, which was elected just six weeks prior to the Paris climate talks, quickly struck a de facto alliance with Alberta’s NDP government. If Alberta initiated a credible climate strategy and set limits on oil sands emissions, Ottawa would incorporate them into Canada’s plan. In return, Ottawa would ensure an oil pipeline was built or expanded to tidewater, on either the Pacific or Atlantic coasts, to move major amounts of oil from landlocked Alberta to non-U.S. markets for the first time.

But it’s clear the Ottawa-Edmonton alliance was already unravelling when the Liberal government bought the Trans Mountain Corporation. Alberta pulled out of the federal climate plan the day after the pipeline purchase was finalized. The election of the United Conservative Party (UCP) government in Alberta on April 16, 2019 shredded the Ottawa-Edmonton alliance. Newly-elected Alberta Premier Jason Kenney has promised to remove the cap on oil sands emissions, ditch the accelerated phase out of coal-fired power generation, end the province’s carbon tax, and wage war against Trudeau’s national climate plan. This leaves Ottawa stuck with its side of the bargain – a costly and financially troubled pipeline expansion that is unlikely to ever fill to capacity – and a shredded climate plan. It now defies credibility for the Trudeau government to maintain that expansion of the Trans Mountain pipeline is in the “national interest.”

Box 1: What did the government buy?

Ottawa bought Kinder Morgan Canada’s pipeline system, which included the Trans Mountain pipeline, its expansion project, the Puget Sound pipeline and related facilities. The existing 1,150 km pipeline is 65 years-old and runs from Edmonton to Burnaby. It carries crude oil and refined petroleum products. The 111 km Puget Sound line branches off Trans Mountain’s mainline at Abbotsford, British Columbia to Washington State. This spur line carries oil to four refineries in Washington state and has a capacity of 240,000 barrels a day. The expansion project will almost triple the mainline capacity from 300,000 barrels of oil a day to 890,000. It will swell the capacities of the Edmonton, Burnaby and Westridge terminals in Canada and the Sumas terminal in Washington state.

The purchase

Getting an oil pipeline built to tidewater was a key plank in the Trudeau government’s agenda, alongside developing a national climate change strategy, which was quickly cobbled together in 2015 just prior to the climate talks in Paris. These promises may seem contradictory, but are, in fact, related. They were part of a “grand bargain” whereby a national climate strategy would help generate the “social licence” to allow a new pipeline to be built.
Trans Mountain’s environmental cost

Almost none of the oil carried on the existing Trans Mountain line is exported by tanker. The expansion will likely change this, greatly increasing the likelihood of spills of heavy oil along the Pacific Coast. British Columbians became acutely aware of the grave dangers of ocean spills when the Exxon Valdez oil tanker foundered on a reef off nearby Alaska in 1989 and spilled 260,000 barrels of oil into the ocean. About 250,000 seabirds, 2,000 sea otters, 300 harbour seals, 250 bald eagles, up to 22 orcas, and unknown numbers of salmon and herring died as a result.\(^{15}\) Thirty years later, oil still remains on the beaches of Alaska’s Prince William Sound.

In February 2019, the National Energy Board concluded that the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion will likely cause adverse effects on the Southern resident killer whale and on Indigenous cultural use. It will also produce higher carbon emissions from associated marine vessels.\(^{16}\)

It is uncertain how much the expansion would actually increase tar sands output given that the expansion of Enbridge’s Line 3 Replacement Program and TransCanada’s Keystone XL pipeline to the Gulf Coast may be completed sooner.\(^{17}\) But if the Trans Mountain expansion enables the Alberta oil sands to raise production to fill the new line, carbon emissions will rise in lockstep.\(^{18}\) The increased emissions would make it very unlikely for Canada to meet its 2030 Paris emissions targets, which the IPCC says are insufficient for Canada’s contribution to limit global warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, the warming limit Canada championed in Paris in 2015.

In 2016, after the NEB recommended approval of the Trans Mountain expansion, Ottawa wanted an assessment of its emissions impact. Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) calculated that the upstream greenhouse gas emissions – from producing and processing oil – associated with adding 590,000 barrels a day as a result of the expansion would produce the equivalent of 13 to 15 megatonnes (Mt) of carbon dioxide a year.\(^{19}\) A megatonne is one million metric tonnes. The ECCC appraisal does not include downstream emissions from refining, or combustion in final use. Since most of the oil will be exported, most of the final use will happen outside Canada. The NEB rejected the February 2019 call by Stand.earth, an environmental group, to consider the upstream and downstream greenhouse gas emissions of the pipeline expansion in its review.\(^{20}\) That was a departure from the NEB’s decision in 2017 to assess upstream and downstream emissions in its evaluation of TransCanada’s Energy East pipeline proposal to carry Alberta oil to New Brunswick. TransCanada shelved that line in the fall of 2017.\(^{21}\)

Fifteen Mt is the equivalent of adding 3,750,000 passenger vehicles on Canadian roads.\(^{22}\) ECCC had already projected that under its reference case that Canada would miss its 2030 Paris emissions target by a long shot – by 79 Mt, or 15 per cent.\(^{23}\) Using ECCC’s data, we calculate that adding another 13 to 15 Mt to Canada’s emissions total would push Canada another three percentage points – or 18 per cent – off its Paris target.\(^{24}\)

Stephen Harper’s government set that too modest target in 2015. The IPCC’s October 2018 report warns that all countries must go far beyond their Paris targets and reduce emissions by 45 per cent by 2030 to limit global warming to 1.5°C. To meet that goal, Canada would have to cut emissions by an additional 210 Mt. Adding an oil pipeline filled mainly with diluted bitumen is the wrong direction to take when the IPCC says all countries must make “rapid and far-reaching” transitions in the next decade.\(^{25}\) Table 1 compares Canada’s actual emissions in recent years with Canada’s 2030 Paris promise and the IPCC target for the same date.

Trans Mountain becomes state-owned

In December 2017, Kinder Morgan Canada (KMC) said it was suspending construction on the Trans Mountain expansion in order to focus on the permitting process.\(^{28}\) In March 2018, KMC met with the federal government several times to discuss government guarantees and a government indemnity – referred to by KMC as “the backstop”– to allow the project to proceed.\(^{29}\) At the end of March, Finance Minister Bill Morneau requested advice on “options for the Government’s participation in the Trans Mountain project” from the Canada Development Investment Corporation (CDEV), the government body that eventually came to own the Trans Mountain Corporation.\(^{30}\) Thus began CDEV’s scrambled efforts to advise the government.\(^{31}\)

On April 8, 2018, KMC officially announced suspension of all “non-essential” spending unless it got an agreement
to “allow the project to proceed” by the end of May. KMC retained TD Securities to advise on any “potential transactions,” a clear indication the corporation planned a sale. On April 30, KMC repeated that the financial backstop was inadequate and proposed a purchase price of $6.5 billion. On May 23, 2018, KMC rejected Ottawa’s offer of $3.85 billion and asked for $4.5 billion (before tax deductions). This includes $3 billion for the existing line, $1.4 billion for the rights to pipeline expansion. The government agreed to the price that day and it concurred on the condition it had six weeks to find another buyer. Judging the pipeline too financially risky, no private sector offer came. The expansion held additional risks, including determined opposition from Indigenous nations, environmental protestors and the B.C. government. In contrast, the existing pipeline itself holds little political risk, but significant safety risks since it is an aging line carrying a carbon-intensive fuel.

The government’s financial advisor, Greenhill & Co, prepared a financial analysis of the original proposal of $3.85 billion (which is not publicly available). It is unclear how the government had time to analyze the higher price with only “several hours” to review it. TD

Table 1: Canada’s GHG Emission Projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Mt shy of target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005 emissions (actual)</td>
<td>732 Mt per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 emissions (actual)</td>
<td>704 Mt per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030 ECCC projected “additional measures” scenario</td>
<td>592 Mt per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030 Canada’s Paris target (30% below 2005)</td>
<td>513 Mt per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030 IPCC target (45% below 2010)</td>
<td>382 Mt per annum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Map of Trans Mountain pipeline route.
Securities advised KMC that the sale price was fair for the corporation’s shareholders. TD was one of several big banks that provided a $5.5 billion loan primarily for the expansion. The loan was cancelled after the government stepped in to buy the pipeline system.

Shareholders at both Kinder Morgan Inc (KMI) and Kinder Morgan Canada welcomed the sale. They had little to lose (see Box 2). Ottawa could either buy the pipeline itself or let the expansion fail. Instead of calling Kinder Morgan’s bluff of pulling out without a buyer, the Trudeau government caved and bought the Canadian subsidiary for a high price. After financially supporting the pipeline at taxpayers’ expense, the federal government plans to re-privatize it.

In an under reported story, Prime Minister Trudeau said in September 2018 that the federal government would have bought the Trans Mountain pipeline “would have been dead” had the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal to quash the pipeline’s expansion project before the sale. Due to an unprecedented approval by the National Energy Board (NEB), shippers (i.e. oil corporations) contributed around $210-220 million. Long-term contracts with shippers meant that if the expansion was cancelled, oil companies would bear 80 per cent of the costs. Of the remaining $900 million that Kinder Morgan Canada spent, the corporation was exposed to 20 per cent, or about $200 million.

In short, the federal government rushed into buying the Trans Mountain pipeline project and taxpayers are now on the hook (see Box 3). According to Finance Minister Morneau, Canada paid a “fair price.” While the price was fair for shareholders, it was not fair for taxpayers. The next section of this report unpacks why.

Box 2: Shareholders had little to lose

Kinder Morgan Canada had spent $1.1 billion on the pipeline expansion project before the sale. Due to an unprecedented approval by the National Energy Board (NEB), shippers (i.e. oil corporations) contributed around $210-220 million. Long-term contracts with shippers meant that if the expansion was cancelled, oil companies would bear 80 per cent of the costs. Of the remaining $900 million that Kinder Morgan Canada spent, the corporation was exposed to 20 per cent, or about $200 million.

In short, the federal government rushed into buying the Trans Mountain pipeline project and taxpayers are now on the hook (see Box 3). According to Finance Minister Morneau, Canada paid a “fair price.” While the price was fair for shareholders, it was not fair for taxpayers. The next section of this report unpacks why.

Box 3: Canadian loans to Trans Mountain

In September 2018, a month after the government purchase, the Trans Mountain Corporation had access to $6.5 billion in loans from the federal government’s Canada Account managed by Export Development Canada (EDC). EDC provides billions of dollars every year to support fossil fuel companies. The Canada Account is used for transactions involving “risks in excess of that which [the EDC] would normally undertake.” The loans came from the consolidated revenue fund – directly from taxpayers. There are three separate loans, each with an interest rate of 4.7 per cent: (i) a loan for $5 billion used to buy Trans Mountain Pipeline Entities and to cover the pipeline system’s operating costs; (ii) a loan of $500 million in the case of a spill (as mandated by the NEB); and (iii) a loan for $1 billion dollars for ongoing costs related to the expansion in its first year.
II. Propping up a Bad Investment

The Trudeau government justified the purchase, saying it was a “good investment” and that the government did not want to subsidize Kinder Morgan.49 Ironically, the government will provide even more subsidies as the new owner because the pipeline expansion was never commercially viable. Moreover, the project’s promise of unlocking higher prices for heavy oil is not supported by available evidence (see Box 4).

Box 4: Mythical prices in Asian markets

The lack of pipeline capacity certainly has caused ire in Alberta. In its $23 million ad campaign, the Alberta government said the Trans Mountain expansion would unlock higher prices for heavy oil in new Asian markets.50 This claim, cited by CDEV in its advice to the government, stemmed from a flawed report that consultant Muse Stancil gave to Kinder Morgan.51 The oil’s final destination will depend on market demand. Nowhere in its NEB application did Kinder Morgan say it would guarantee that Asia would be a final destination. In fact, available evidence suggests that prices in Asia would be lower than the U.S.52 Moreover, most of the diluted bitumen Alberta currently exports is protected from the “price discount” – the lower price that heavy oil from the oil sands receives relative to lighter, higher quality oil from parts of the United States.53

While KMC said it wanted to sell the Trans Mountain line due to opposition from John Horgan’s B.C. government, the project’s commercial viability was in jeopardy even before Horgan came into power in May 2017. Intervenors in the NEB’s engagement process for the Trans Mountain expansion – which took place between April 2014 and February 2016 – outlined concerns about Kinder Morgan’s ability to finance the project.54 Ignoring this evidence, the NEB ruled in May 2016 that the expansion was in the public interest.

After the federal Cabinet approved the expansion the parent corporation, Kinder Morgan Inc (KMI), failed to find a joint venture partner for it.55 As many companies do when under duress, KMI restructured to protect its assets. In 2017, the corporation “hived off” its Canadian assets in a new subsidiary called Kinder Morgan Canada.56 KMI owns 70 per cent of Kinder Morgan Canada. The other 30 per cent is traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange. In May 2017, its initial public offering – the first time a private corporation offers shares to the public – produced $1.75 billion in capital. All of it was sent to repay the parent corporation in Texas.57 Shortly after, in July 2017, the parent corporation said that the subsidiary would be “self-funding,” effectively relieving itself of financial responsibility for Kinder Morgan Canada and its expansion.58

The cost of the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion continues to climb. The federal government has not released an updated estimate or an upper limit on its spending.59 In fact, the federal government has been alarmingly opaque about the entire project.60 The construction cost was last estimated by KMC in March 2017 at $7.4 billion.61 The question is not whether costs will exceed $7.4 billion, but by how much.62 Before the federal court quashed the expansion, TD Securities estimated in May 2018 costs to be $9.3 billion, assuming a one-year delay and an in-service date of December 31, 2021.63 The Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) used the $9.3 billion figure as their base scenario and indicated a likely further delay in construction.64 Economist Robyn Allan estimated the cost for the pipeline expansion to be over $10 billion.65

Because the Federal Court of Appeal decision revoked authorization for construction, the federal government has been redoing the final round of consultations with 117 Indigenous groups. This process means it is unlikely construction will begin in the summer of 2019, a crucial target for the expansion to be in service by December 2021.66 An in-service date one year later is more likely. In an April 2019 interview, Ian Anderson, CEO of Trans Mountain Corporation and former CEO of Kinder Morgan Canada, said that the construction period could increase by six months – to 36 months – depending on when the government approves the project.67 However, the government has not released an updated timeline and Canadians won’t likely know construction costs until after construction contracts are signed.

As the PBO report shows, greater construction costs and delays decrease the expansion’s value. The key factor is the discount rate, or changes to the project’s risk profile.
Because the federal government did not disclose any information about the project, the PBO and TD Securities in its Financial Opinion assume a discount rate of 10 per cent. However, during the 2012 NEB hearing when the expansion was initially considered, Kinder Morgan said that the expansion could not proceed if rates of return were outside the 12 to 15 per cent range. Assuming a 12 per cent discount rate to reflect the lowest hurdle rate of return Kinder Morgan would have accepted, the Trans Mountain expansion is worth only $300 million, even if it is completed by December 2021. This is a fraction of what the government paid for the project. A one-year delay at this discount rate would lower the expansion’s value to minus $350 million. Therefore, the project will most likely have a negative rate of return. It is unfathomable that a government would make such a significant investment that is practically guaranteed to lose money.

“Taxpayers will have to provide a $2 billion dollar subsidy over three years for the existing pipeline to cover the shortfall – mounting to $3.4 billion over five years if the government still owns the pipeline.”

Tolls paid by the oil producer shippers are the pipeline’s only direct source of revenue. The expansion is not financially viable without higher tolls from the existing system. In January 2019, the Trans Mountain Pipeline Unlimited Liability Corporation (a subsidiary of the Trans Mountain Corporation) applied to the NEB to approve the toll agreement it negotiated with shippers for the existing pipeline. The NEB approved the toll application in March 2019. Economist Robyn Allan calculated there will be an annual shortfall of about $673 million a year from the proposed toll agreement. Allan argues this constitutes a subsidy because the toll agreement does not cover the full cost of the line and taxpayers will have to cover the additional costs since the Trans Mountain is a state-owned enterprise. Taxpayers will have to provide a $2 billion dollar subsidy over three years for the existing pipeline to cover the shortfall – mounting to $3.4 billion over five years if the government still owns the pipeline.

If, after consultations with Indigenous nations, the government approves new construction, the Trans Mountain Corporation must provide a new capital cost budget to its shippers that signed 15 and 20 year contracts on the expansion. Because delays raised costs, they will be reflected in the new budget. If costs are above $6.8 billion – which they most certainly are since the most recent budget to which shippers last agreed was $7.4 billion – shippers can terminate their agreements and the expansion could fail. If so, the shippers would bear 80 per cent of the expansion’s costs to date and the federal government would only pay 20 per cent, saving a substantial amount of money. But it would be a major defeat for the Trudeau government. Alternatively, the shippers could ask for even higher toll subsidies than they already receive. They are likely to do so. Shippers have contested toll rises as little as 10 cents a barrel on this expansion.

In short, Ottawa bought a pipeline that was not commercially viable. The government has been losing money right from the start. Since the government purchased Trans Mountain, it has operated at a loss. For the first four months of ownership the loss is $58 million with an anticipated loss for 2019 of $175 million. The government is subsidizing the original line by $2 billion between 2019 and 2021. Prime Minister Trudeau admitted in an interview that the government wanted to buy the pipeline “not to make a profit” but to reach markets beyond the United States. However, the evidence to support this claim about accessing new markets is very weak, fundamentally challenging the logic on which the government’s decision to purchase the project is based. As costs rise, taxpayers continue to foot the bill. There is no limit to how much the expansion will ultimately cost.

State-owned enterprises and the USMCA

USMCA Chapter 22 lays down neoliberal strictures on “state-owned enterprises” (SOEs). These restrictions will limit Canada’s ability to take effective climate action through Crown Corporations to compete with for-profit corporations in building things like electric buses and cars. Historically, Crown Corporations were crucial for Canada’s development, including provincially-owned electric power companies, Air Canada, the CBC, Canada Post and many other entities. Governments set up Crown Corporations to give themselves a guiding role
in the economy to develop needed industry where it was unprofitable for private business, provide competition to private companies, create jobs, or distribute development equitably across Canada. Some Crown Corporations were created to promote national unity, Canadian national identity, or autonomy from American social and economic influences. Many were nation and province-building enterprises.

Canadian governments have also pursued state ownership for less noble reasons. Over the years, the government has bought or bailed out several failing and bankrupt companies, usually at great expense. Prominent examples include the Canadian National Railway, General Motors and now the Trans Mountain pipeline. The federal government bought three failed east-west railways at the end of the First World War and merged them into the Canadian National Railway (CNR). The CNR helped weave together an east-west Canadian economy. Only after paying off the CNR’s debts, did Ottawa privatize the rail line, which soon found greater profit by becoming integrated into the U.S. rail transport network. A similar situation occurred when the U.S. and Canadian governments, along with the province of Ontario, bailed out General Motors when it faced bankruptcy in 2008-2009. After Ottawa and Ontario helped revive GM, the company closed auto plants in Canada.

USMCA’s Chapter 22 will restrict “state-owned enterprises” from competing with private, for-profit companies. This will make it difficult for governments to establish public auto insurance where it doesn’t yet exist, launch a national public pharmacare plan, or set up publicly-owned energy companies that could escape from the necessity of making a profit and sell conservation rather than sell as much oil and gas as possible. Chapter 22 includes penalties for non-compliance when governments pursue “the public interest as defined by the federal Parliament,” as political economist Duncan Cameron puts it.

Special exemption

As explored in the previous section, the Trans Mountain Corporation is not like previous “nation-building” enterprises and rests on flawed logic. Since the corporation is a now a subsidiary of the Canada Development Investment Corporation, it falls under the state-owned enterprises chapter in the not-yet-ratified USMCA. Ottawa negotiated an exemption for the corporation to provide policy flexibility mainly to subsidize its new acquisition. The exemption was taken from the “non-commercial assistance” clause developed in the 2018 Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership and transferred to the USMCA (see Box 5). The USMCA’s general restrictions on non-commercial financial assistance were designed to ensure that other member countries were not harmed by advantages state-owned enterprises get from their home states.

Box 5: Non-commercial assistance

Through non-commercial assistance, a country can grant debt forgiveness and provide goods or services or other types of financial assistance “on terms more favourable than those commercially available” to the state-owned enterprise. For example, a government entity could grant loans at below-market interest rates. The purpose of the non-commercial provision is not necessarily to prevent countries from providing subsidies, but to prevent subsidies that adversely affect other member countries in the USMCA. For example, the USMCA prohibits member countries from providing non-commercial assistance to state-owned enterprises that are on the brink of insolvency and without a “credible restructuring plan,” or from converting outstanding debt into equity. In the USMCA, Canada received similar exemptions for the Bridge Authorities, the Canadian Commercial Corporation, the Canadian Dairy Commission, the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and Canada Housing Trusts, and the Trans Mountain Corporation. The United States only has an exemption for the Federal Financing Bank.

Most state-owned enterprises already enjoy hidden subsidies, but the USMCA exemption for the Trans Mountain Corporation makes it even easier for Ottawa to use its unlimited finances to subsidize the pipeline expansion (see Box 6). The exemption states that even though assistance to the corporation may adversely affect the interests of another country in supplying pipeline operation services, “Canada may provide non-commercial assistance in circumstances that jeopardize” the corporation’s viability. It means the United States could not retaliate even if Canada’s subsidy hurt a competing U.S. pipeline proposal. The NEB’s approved
subsidized tolls for the existing Trans Mountain line would be allowed under this exemption. However, since the USMCA has not yet been ratified and NAFTA remains in force, the NEB’s subsidized tolls violate NAFTA’s rules about state-owned enterprises.

Ottawa has supported Indigenous ownership shares in the pipeline. This is perhaps a strategic decision since Indigenous opposition to the project has created significant risk. Since May 2018, or perhaps even before, when the federal government stated it would buy the Trans Mountain line, it had Indigenous ownership in mind. Ottawa added a clause in the USMCA exemption to allow the Trans Mountain Corporation to “accord more favourable treatment to aboriginal persons and organizations in the purchase of a good or service.” Five Indigenous groups are vying to buy an ownership stake in the pipeline project and at least one group has met with Finance Minister Bill Morneau.91

Minister Morneau said there is no project until consultations with Indigenous communities have been completed and added that the pipeline involves great risk and immense capital.92 It must be “de-risked” before a deal on indigenous ownership is struck, he said. To make a sound investment, Trans Mountain Corporation CEO Ian Anderson advised potential owners to await completion of the pipeline expansion.93 However, at least one Indigenous group has considered buying a 51 per cent stake in the project before it is complete.94 Several First Nations continue to oppose the project.95 Indigenous ownership would be used to try and overcome their opposition.96

Box 6: Is Trans Mountain Corporation a fossil fuel subsidy?

Canada’s federal Environment Department, ECCC, does not consider the acquisition of the Trans Mountain Corporation a fossil fuel subsidy. But, in April 2019, the Auditor General disagreed.97 There is no universally agreed upon definition of fossil fuel subsidies. However, a 2018 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report considers loan guarantees, such as the ones provided to the Trans Mountain Corporation, subsidies.98 The Overseas Development Institute (ODI) also considers state-owned enterprises’ investment in fossil fuels a subsidy.99 For these reasons Ottawa’s purchase of the Trans Mountain Corporation should be classified as a fossil fuel subsidy. Not only is the purchase incompatible with Canada’s climate promises, it directly contravenes Canada’s commitment to phase out fossil fuel subsidies by 2025.100

Protests against the Trans Mountain pipeline have delivered the message that Indigenous peoples have not given their consent.
III. Carbon Energy Exports

NAFTA will govern trade and investment relations among Canada, the U.S. and Mexico until all three countries ratify the USMCA. Ratification is ultimately likely, but far from certain. Canada and Mexico said they will delay ratification until Washington lifts tariffs on steel and aluminium imports. The U.S. lifted those tariffs on May 17, 2019. Canada’s October 19, 2019 federal election could delay approval. The position of the United States is more uncertain. The Democrat-controlled House of Representatives is demanding changes to the deal and will likely delay approval to deny President Trump a political victory. In response, President Trump has threatened to begin the six-month process of withdrawing from NAFTA as a way to pressure Congress to ratify the USMCA in its current form, or else revert to pre-NAFTA trading rules.

For the next year or two, NAFTA’s energy chapter will remain in force. It includes the energy proportionality clause that requires NAFTA countries to make available for export the same proportion of oil, natural gas and electricity to the other NAFTA countries as it has in the past three years. Given the concentration and continentalization of the oil and gas corporations and pipelines, this makes “available for export” virtually the same as obliged to export. The rule has never been invoked, but hovers like a spectre over Canada’s oil and natural gas exports to the U.S. and limits the energy and environmental options Ottawa would consider. From the start, Mexico got an exemption from NAFTA’s energy proportionality rule. It meant Mexico was not obliged to export its oil and natural gas to the United States. Until 2015, with a few exceptions, the United States did not allow oil exports. In effect, the proportionality clause only really applied to Canada, guaranteeing the United States first access to the majority of Canada’s oil and natural gas.

The shale oil and natural gas revolution and horizontal drilling in the United States has rapidly altered the picture, lifting the country out of great fuel import-dependence. Domestic natural gas production bottomed out in 2005 and the United States became a net exporter in 2018. Domestic oil output also rose sharply after 2008 and greatly reduced U.S. net oil imports. The surge in U.S. production of both carbon fuels led President Donald Trump to boast that the United States is now an energy superpower. The shift weakened Washington’s resolve to retain NAFTA’s energy proportionality rule. That being said, U.S. demand for Canadian oil has only risen over time, and in 2014, oil imports from Canada overtook those from OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) (Figure 1). However, Trump’s government also had sovereignty concerns over committing a share

Figure 1: U.S. Petroleum Imports, 1960-2018: OPEC, Non-OPEC and Canada
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of U.S. energy for export under the proportionality rule, another reason Washington did not insist on keeping the provision.\textsuperscript{106}

Since Washington wants to end oil dependency on the Middle East and Venezuela, most future U.S. oil imports are likely to come from Canada via cross-border pipelines. Since no Canadian government or major political party has advocated Canadian energy independence since the early 1980s, Washington may feel secure about Canada as a supplier even without the proportionality rule. The extensive cross-border pipeline network reinforces Canadian oil exports even in proportionality’s absence. The American Petroleum Institute – Big Oil’s major advocacy organization in the United States – did not object to proportionality’s end.\textsuperscript{108}

Meanwhile, in Canada, an effective campaign by researchers and activists to drop proportionality helped convince Ottawa to oppose its inclusion in the USMCA. Ottawa felt bullied by President Trump in the USMCA negotiations and wanted a few victories. Ending proportionality was one. Besides, the Alberta government and the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), the main initiators of the energy proportionality rule when it was inserted into the 1989 Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, no longer pushed for it. Their focus had shifted to finding non-U.S. markets via pipelines to the west and east coasts to export oil from Alberta.

\textbf{Energy side letter}

A trilateral energy chapter was included in early drafts of the USMCA. It was dropped in its final version because the incoming, left-nationalist government of Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) in Mexico, elected on July 1, 2018, opposed having an energy chapter. As a way to put pressure on Ottawa over the summer of 2018, Trump excluded Canada and was negotiating a bilateral agreement with Mexico. Until two days before the USMCA text was finalized on September 30, 2018, only a bilateral U.S.-Mexico deal was on the table. Canada returned to negotiations at the last minute to make the USMCA a trilateral deal.

Canada and the U.S. included some of the originally negotiated energy chapter in a bilateral pact. All issues that are only between two countries in the USMCA are in side letters or country-specific Annexes. The U.S. and Canada formally agreed that the energy side letter “shall constitute an integral part of the Agreement.”\textsuperscript{109} Neither country can end the energy side letter without ending or altering the whole deal. There are three important implications of the side letter: (i) the elimination of proportionality, (ii) language of energy integration, and (iii) the diluent rule. Each is discussed in turn.

\begin{quote}
“The production of oil and gas, mainly for export to the U.S., is Canada’s greatest and fastest growing source of emissions.”
\end{quote}

First, and most positively, energy proportionality is absent from the USMCA and its energy side letter. Killing proportionality is a major win for many including Maude Barlow and the Council of Canadians, Gordon Laxer, John Dillon of KAIROS and Ben Beachy of the US Sierra Club.\textsuperscript{110} Removing proportionality frees policy room for Canada to reduce or end oil and natural gas exports and do a managed phase out of the Alberta oil sands.\textsuperscript{111} The production of oil and gas, mainly for export to the U.S., is Canada’s greatest and fastest growing source of emissions.

However, the agreement may still constrain Canada’s policy flexibility. Article 3 of the Energy Annex recognizes “the importance of enhancing the integration of North American energy markets based on market principles,” and supports North American energy independence. Every U.S. president since Richard Nixon’s “Project Independence” has promised Americans U.S. energy-independence.\textsuperscript{112} The energy side letter broadens U.S. energy independence to include Canadian oil. Only by adding it to U.S. oil production can “North America” (excluding Mexico) approach energy independence in the sense of resembling oil self-sufficiency where oil imports are balanced by exports.

When President Trump approved TransCanada’s proposed Keystone XL pipeline in 2017, he tweeted that it would “reduce our dependence on foreign oil.”\textsuperscript{113} Given that the pipeline would be filled mainly with diluted Alberta bitumen, Trump assumed that Canadian oil is American oil. Under NAFTA’s proportionality rule it has been virtually true.
Article 4 of the Energy Annex states:

each party shall endeavour to ensure that in the application of an energy regulatory measure, an energy regulatory authority within its territory avoids disruption of contractual relationships to the maximum extent practicable, [and] supports North American energy market integration […] [italics added].

The “shall endeavour” language in Article 4 is unenforceable. But a future U.S. government could well invoke it to justify its right to Canadian energy, and a Canadian government could cite it to insist that Canada cannot pursue energy or environmental independence.

If there are contractual obligations to export Canadian oil through pipelines, could this clause be used to hinder a future Canadian government from reducing or ending energy exports to the U.S., or prevent Canada from phasing out the oil sands as part of a national climate plan? A future Canadian government might do either or both. Although he quickly walked back his comments, Prime Minister Trudeau stated in Peterborough, Ontario in January 2017 what many know to be inevitable as climate disasters escalate: “We can’t shut down the oil sands tomorrow. We need to phase them out. We need to manage the transition off of our dependence on fossil fuels.”

Four decades earlier, when Justin’s father, Pierre Trudeau, was prime minister, he told Washington during the 1970s oil supply crises, that Canada would phase out oil exports to the U.S. He reduced them to 14 per cent of their 1973 level. The past could well be prologue. In the future, if Canada is to take ambitious climate action, phasing out the oil sands may be necessary and could involve reducing or ending carbon fuel exports to the United States.

Canada’s Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland evoked the Canadian energy independence theme of the earlier era when she waxed enthusiastic about USMCA’s gains over NAFTA. She was glad to be rid of the “energy ratchet clause” (energy proportionality), which “committed us to selling a certain portion of our energy exports to the United States […] that impinges on our sovereignty.” Her November 8, 2018 comment was a shock. No Canadian government official has talked positively about Canadian energy sovereignty since proportionality was included in the 1989 Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement. Three weeks later, on November 30, 2018 however, Minister Freeland formally signed the energy annex to USMCA committing Canada to “enhancing the integration of North American energy markets based on market principles” and supporting North American energy independence.

Although the side letter’s language about North American energy integration is weak, limits on import and export restrictions for all goods are contained in all of Canada’s trade agreements and in the World Trade Organization (WTO). The WTO’s members, including Canada, are prevented from restricting the export of any good by means other than tariffs or taxes.

Currently, if corporations want to add diluent to bitumen to export it under U.S. tariff-free access, they have to source the diluent from the United States. Diluent is a chemical-based thinner used to make bitumen move more easily through pipelines. USMCA’s Chapter 4 (Rules of Origin) will allow the U.S. to import cheaper diluent. That will lower the cost of Canadian tar sands oil imports. The US Sierra Club calls this “a clear step backwards for our climate.”

“If there are contractual obligations to export Canadian oil through pipelines, could this clause be used to hinder a future Canadian government from reducing or ending energy exports to the U.S., or prevent Canada from phasing out the oil sands as part of national climate plan?”
Implications for cross-border pipelines

Before NAFTA took effect in 1994, BC Hydro’s electricity exports to the U.S. northwest were charged more for transmission than U.S. domestic utilities. Article 5 in the energy side letter prohibits that practice. Most of the provisions of the energy annex use “shall endeavour” language. But the text covering cross-border transmission and pipelines, uses binding “shall ensure” phrasing. Article 5 is mainly about power transmission from B.C., but also applies to cross-border pipeline networks. Each country shall ensure that Transmission Facilities and Pipeline Networks accord non-discriminatory access, and that tolls and rates are just and reasonable (italics added). The full implications of this wording are unclear, but it could hinder Ottawa from adopting a Canadian-oriented climate and energy security plan.

The energy side letter generally allows for appeals or judicial reviews of decisions by authorities over energy-related activities, but makes an exception for decisions regarding cross-border pipelines and electric transmission facilities. There will be no right to appeal these decisions. This means that if a regulatory authority denies a permit for infrastructure, the proponent will not be able to appeal the decision.

The end of ISDS

Under investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) provisions, corporations can bypass domestic courts and sue governments directly before private tribunals, usually staffed by corporate lawyers. If and when the USMCA is ratified, NAFTA’s ISDS provisions will end between Canada and the U.S. This is a great advance. There is an important caveat: ISDS will still last for three years after the new deal goes into effect, most likely sometime in 2023. This incentivizes corporations to launch new cases while they still have the opportunity. ISDS will also remain in the USMCA on a limited basis between the U.S. and Mexico, notably including energy.

Many of NAFTA’s ISDS cases have involved energy issues, including phasing out coal in power generation and a fracking ban. TransCanada filed a $15 billion ISDS claim after Obama rejected the Keystone XL pipeline. Although the United States has never lost an ISDS case, TransCanada’s claim might have changed that trend. However, TransCanada withdrew its application after Trump reopened the regulatory process for Keystone XL.

When Kinder Morgan issued its ultimatum to Ottawa in April 2018 that it would not proceed with the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion some journalists reported that the company might initiate an ISDS claim against Canada. CBC journalist Kyle Bakx reported that “a New York-based analyst asked Kinder Morgan on [an April 9, 2018] conference call whether it would potentially sue British Columbia to recover costs, but [Kinder Morgan] chief executive Steven Kean said, “[t]hat is way too premature to discuss.” In the end, Kinder Morgan didn’t have to resort to an ISDS suit because it already had Ottawa over “the national interest” barrel.

Pipelines bring the risk of spills and contamination.
Conclusion

Under the right circumstances, buying an oil pipeline to supply British Columbians with domestic oil could be beneficial. Freed from profit-driven pressures to keep the line full, a government-owned line could help wean Canadians off carbon fuels. But that was not Ottawa’s purpose and the price was exorbitant. The USMCA’s exemptions for the Trans Mountain pipeline will allow Ottawa to subsidize the line. This directly contradicts the Trudeau government’s narrative that the expansion is to be commercially viable.126

The federal government has risked billions of dollars of taxpayers’ money to bail out Kinder Morgan Canada, while the latter had little to lose. To make matters worse, Ottawa purchased a pipeline expansion that was not commercially viable. The federal government claimed that purchasing Kinder Morgan Canada’s assets was a good investment and Canadians were persuaded.127 However, the Trans Mountain Corporation is anything but a good investment. The numbers the federal and Alberta governments cited regarding job creation and GDP growth from the expansion have been shown to be severely inflated.128 The costly expansion is unlikely to yield the necessary return on the highly risky investment. While the NEB’s reconsideration report approved the project in February 2019, its decision relied on outdated and flawed financial information.

At the time of writing, there was still considerable uncertainty about the project’s fate as the federal government had to finish Phase III consultations with Indigenous nations, and the B.C. Court of Appeal had yet to respond to whether the government can restrict the transportation of heavy oil through the province.129 More legal cases seem inevitable. There is also uncertainty and a lack of transparency about the project’s ultimate cost. The price tag for the existing line and the expansion could balloon to over $15 billion if additional related costs like the federal government’s Oceans Protection Plan and its coastline and marine life protection initiatives are taken into account.130

The government is using all available tools to make the Trans Mountain expansion happen, including the Trans Mountain Corporation exemption in the USMCA so it can provide unlimited financial assistance. The line will likely not run on a commercial basis while it’s in public hands. It is also very likely that Ottawa will sell the Trans Mountain Corporation at a discount and not recover the price it paid. In short, the USMCA exemption sends a very concerning message to Canadians who value fiscal responsibility.

In a major step forward, the USMCA will drop proportionality and the energy chapter. NAFTA’s energy proportionality rule will remain in place until Canada, Mexico and the U.S ratify the USMCA. However, Canada signed a bilateral energy side letter with the U.S. and has agreed to integrate Canadian energy resources into the U.S. market. This annex contradicts Minister Freeland’s portrayal of ending proportionality as a gain for Canadian energy sovereignty. Moreover, the energy side letter’s goal of continental market integration could constrain future effective climate-action in Canada. Fortunately, the language is unenforceable. The energy side letter’s provisions for cross-border pipelines may lower prices for tar sands oil to import into the U.S. with negative climate change implications.

The USMCA is not the agreement we need to address the climate crisis.131 The state-owned enterprises exemption and the energy side letter have important implications for Canada’s energy and climate future because they simultaneously reinforce a business-as-usual approach and protect the extraordinary measures (and extreme cost) the Canadian government has taken to continue exporting bitumen.

“The federal government has risked billions of dollars of taxpayers’ money to bail out Kinder Morgan Canada, while the latter had little to lose. To make matters worse, Ottawa purchased a pipeline expansion that was not commercially viable.”
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